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Abstract

Fast scanning calorimetry is an experimental technique very appre-

ciated for its capability of suppressing reorganization processes, thanks

to its wide interval of scanning rates, several orders higher than that of

conventional calorimeters; nevertheless, drawbacks still exist. In this

paper we propose a novel way to estimate the dynamical thermal lag

by using the temperatures of maximum slope of the heat �ow through

the glass transition when we are not in the optimal conditions to ap-

ply the existing methods based on a reference material added on both

cells of the chip or on the �ctive temperature. Moreover, a novel in-

terpretation of the heat �ow losses due to the sample depending on

the scanning rate sign is provided, in order to rescale the measured

speci�c heat to that from conventional calorimetry. Finally, the use of

the glass to liquid transition measured on heating is shown as a new

manner to reveal static thermal gradients.
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1 Introduction1

Di�erential scanning calorimetry is an experimental technique, well estab-2

lished in literatute for its reliability in the study of the dynamics and ther-3

modynamics of a generic sample: by measuring the speci�c heat at a given4

heating rate, it is possible to study the physical state of the specimen under5

exam.6

A great step forward was made with the invention of fast calorimeters,7

namely calorimeters able to measure at higher scanning rate than the pre-8

vious ones. In fact, if conventional calorimeters are able to measure with9

scanning rate from 0.1 K/min to 500 K/min, fast calorimeters have access10

to rates up to 240000 K/min, with a resulting widening of the window of11

scanning rates of several decades. These high scanning rates allow us to bet-12

ter suppress crystallization or, more generally, reorganization and di�usional13

processes inside the sample, giving the possibility to study samples other-14

wise not analyzable with conventional calorimeters. Moreover, it is possible15

to work with samples that degrade or start reacting as a consequence of ther-16

mal stresses because, thanks to the high scanning rates, the time in which17

the specimen crosses the critical temperature zone is considerably reduced.18

Another advantage of fast calorimeters relies in the small quantity of sample19

needed: by using hundreds of nanograms it is possible to perform a complete20

study.21

Apart from the advantages, there are some drawbacks related to the ther-22

mal lag and heat �ow losses, that have been studied in literature since the23

development of this technique [1], and the socalled smearing e�ects that are24

known since the very beginning of calorimetry [2], and extensively studied25

only in recent times [3].26

In this paper we decided to systematically investigate these aspects by study-27

ing three prototypical glass-forming materials, i.e. orto-terphenyl (OTP),28

glycerol and poly(propylene glycol) (PPG). Moreover, we propose a novel29

way to analyze the data collected by means of the fast calorimeter: the ad-30

vantage of the latter is that it can be used to every organic system, provided31

that it has a glass transition process in the temperature range studied.32

33

2 Methods34

2.1 Experimental details35

We used a Mettler Toledo Flash DSC 2+, equipped with an intracooler36

Huber TC100, to study the speci�c heat of ortho-terphenyl (OTP), sup-37

plied by Fluka Chemika (99% of purity), glycerol and poly(propylene glycol)38

(Mw = 4000 Da) (PPG4000), both provided by Sigma-Aldrich (both with39

purity of 99.5%).40
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We employed the UFS − 1 measuring chip, with an active area of 0.5 mm41

of diameter. The samples were placed at the center of the measuring area42

of the chip furnace with a thin hair. The sensor has been conditioned ac-43

cording to manufacturer's indications before use (see Sec.1.2.3.3 of [1]). The44

absolute scale of temperature has been calibrated with reference standards,45

i.e. adamantane, water, stearic acid and indium, all provided by Sigma-46

Aldrich. Measurements have been carried out under a nitrogen �ux of around47

5 ml/min with the support temperature set to 173 K, otherwise explicitly48

stated.49

Conventional calorimetric measurements have been made with a Perkin Elmer50

model 8500, equipped with Intracooler III as refrigerating system.51

2.2 Thermal lag evaluation52

In general, thermal lag is a consequence of heat propagation inside the calori-53

metric cell and throughtout the sample and these processes need a charac-54

teristic time. In fact, there exists a typical time for heat propagation inside55

the sample that depends on the material under exam and on its geometry[4].56

It is common knowledge that the thermal lag, Tlag, of the FDSC, which is the57

temperature di�erence between the sample, T , and the sensor temperature,58

Texp, is determined almost exclusively by the sample and its contact to the59

sensor and is proportional to the scanning rate q, according to:60

Tlag = Texp − T = q · τlag, (1)

where τlag is the characteristic time of heat transfer between the sample and61

the sensor [1]. Usually, thermal lag is considered a linear function of the scan62

rate, but second-order e�ects in its rate dependence have been demonstrated63

experimentally when spanning several decades [5] or when using high masses64

[6]. Another source of non linearity of Tlag is the change in the65

speci�c heat of the sample within the temperature ramp, which66

results in an extra contribution to τlag and, as a consequence, a67

deformation of the shape of the measured curve [7].68

In FDSC, for each material and for each deposition of the same material69

on the sensor, we end with a di�erent value of the thermal lag, due to the70

dependence on the sample geometry which determines the contact with the71

sensor and the volume within which the heat propagates. Consequently, it72

would be necessary to add a temperature reference material (e.g. indium)73

to the sample [8] or to use a signi�cative "temperature" related to the spe-74

ci�c process under exam, as for example the �ctive temperature for the glass75

transition [9].76

To explore the dynamical behavior of a glass, it is necessary to vary the77

scanning rate q. As a consequence, the experimental data will contain a dif-78

ferent thermal lag, according to eq.1, which has to be determined a priori in79

order to extract the true sample response to di�erent scanning rates, which80
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appears as a shift of the transition to higher temperature and an increase in81

the broadening of the heating and cooling curves to higher scanning rates,82

due to the temperature dependence of the internal dynamics.83

To illustrate the main characteristics of the thermogram changes as a func-84

tion of the scanning rate, we adopted two theoretical models, frequently85

used to describe the behavior of a glass. As a simplest case, we have chosen86

the Tool-Narayanaswamy-Moynhian (TNM) model as formulated by Hodge87

[10], based on an Arrenhius dependence of the characteristic relaxation time,88

and the extended TNM (E-TNM), where the temperature behavior of the89

characteristic relaxation time is reproduced by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman90

law, proposed by Weyer et al. [11] (see Supplementary Materials for further91

information on the models). The latter, is more suited when studying a92

system in a wide scan rate span, where the non-Arrhenius behavior of the93

characteristic relaxation time [12] has to be taken into account. We point94

out that the use of the TNM model, which is one of the existing95

models qualitatively describing the shapes of the glass transition96

thermograms in relation to the activation energy, the non-linearity97

parameter, the relaxation time distribution, is here used to provide98

an example of the main changes (temperature shift and broaden-99

ing) of the thermograms when the scanning rate is changed. We100

want to stress that the TNM and E-TNM models have been used101

only for descriptive purposes, and, in principle, every theoretical102

model describing the glass transition, could have been used be-103

cause the thermal lag method we are going to introduce makes use104

of particular points of the experimental thermogram, which are105

model independent. The test of this method has been based on106

the comparison of the obtained results with those calculated with107

the well-established �ctive temperature method, as we will show108

in Sec.3.1.109

In both models, the sample is ideal, i.e. point-like and without thermal lag.110

The model parameters were obtained after �tting an experimental curve at111

100 K/s for OTP and checking that the obtained values were close to the112

ones reported in literature (see �g.S1 and Tab.S1 of the Supplementary Ma-113

terials for more information).114

The main panels of �g.1 report the results of the simulations on two decades115

of scanning rate made with the two models.116
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Figure 1: Panel A: Normalized speci�c heat from TNM simulations. Inset:
Normalized speci�c heat curves rescaled in temperature by subtracting in
x-axis the temperature of the maximum speci�c heat rise on heating.
Panel B: Normalized speci�c heat from E-TNM simulations. Inset: Temper-
ature di�erence between heating and cooling speci�c heat slope (∆T1) and
temperature di�erences between the temperature at which the overshoot ap-
pears on heating and the temperature of maximum slope on heating (∆T2).

The simulations with the TNM model show that, in absence of thermal117

gradient across the sample, the shape of the glass transition, including the118

overshoot peak, remains the same independently on the scanning rate, and119

the curves shift to higher temperature at higher scanning rates, as it is pos-120

sible to notice in �g.1A. For the E-TNM model, the shape of the cooling121

and heating thermograms shows a broadening and a temperature shift for122

high scanning rates, simultaneously to a decrease of the amplitude of the123

overshoot peak of the heating curve, as it is possible to notice in �g.1B. The124

broadening of the thermograms on increasing the scanning rate has been125

con�rmed by several experiments on di�erent samples [12, 13]. The origin of126

the broadening can be attributed to the activation enthalpy variation with127

temperature and to the change of distribution of the relaxation times, to-128

gether with the occurrence of internal thermal lag to the sample. The latter,129

has been experimentally studied by Toda [3] and theoretically modeled for130

FDSC by Svoboda [14].131

Experimentally, when the scan rate is changed, a di�erent value of the ther-132

mal lag would be obtained, according to eq.1. The correction consists in a133

rigid temperature shift of the experimental thermogram for a quantity equal134
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to the thermal lag, which is a negative shift on heating and a positive shift on135

cooling. Here we propose an alternative approach to the �ctive temperature136

(Tf ), a method widely used to determine the thermal lag for glass-formers137

[9]. The new method here proposed aims to overcome the main limitations of138

the Tf method, i.e. the needing of well-extended glassy and liquid lines that139

are not always possible to measure. It uses a combination of signi�cative140

temperatures related to the glass transition process, which are Th and Tc141

that correspond to the minimum and maximum of the derivative of the heat142

�ow versus temperature on heating and cooling, respectively, and Tov that143

is the maximum of the overshoot peak on heating. We chose these points144

because these temperature positions are signi�cative of the thermograms po-145

sition and of their broadening. Moreover they are the less in�uenced by the146

superposed heat �ow losses in the experimental heat �ow curves because they147

correspond to peaks in the heat �ow or in its �rst derivative with respect to148

the temperature.149

An example of determination from experimental raw heat �ow versus tem-150

perature data is reported in �g.2.151
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Figure 2: Panel A. Raw heating and cooling heat �ow thermograms at
300 K/s for OTP. Heating scan has been vertically reversed. It is possi-
ble to notice the sigmoidal-shape of the glass-transition, both on cooling and
heating, and in the temperature range 190− 245 K there is a smooth curva-
ture due to spurious heat loss contributions. Panel B. Calculation of points
of maximum slope during symmetrical heating and cooling. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the points of maximum in�ection on heating (red line) and
cooling (blue line). Full line indicates the overshoot temperature position,
which is identi�ed as the point of maximum of heat capacity or zero crossing
point of the heat �ow derivative curve.

These three temperatures can be combined in two temperature di�er-152

ences, as follow:153

∆T1(q) = Th(q)− Tc(q), (2)
154

∆T2(q) = Tov(q)− Th(q). (3)

These di�erences, when re�erred to the models, are not a�ected by the tem-155

perature shift of the thermogram due to the scan rate but only by the broad-156

ness of the heating and cooling curves.157

As shown in the inset of �g.1A, the TNM thermograms can be fully super-158

posed by a rigid temperature shift. As a consequence, in the case of TNM159

model ∆T1 and ∆T2 are q-independent. On the contrary, as shown for the160

E-TNM thermograms in the inset of �g.1B, ∆T1 and ∆T2 increase with the161

increase of the scanning rate and this means that the broadening increases.162

It is worth noticing that their ratio, also reported in the inset of �g.1B, is163

constant and invariant to the activation energy changes simulated by the E-164
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TNM: this means that the progressive temperature broadening of the cooling165

and heating curves on increasing the scanning rate does not a�ect the ratio166

r = ∆T1/∆T2.167

When the equivalent temperatures of Tc, Th and Tov are determined on the168

experimental curves at a certain q, i.e. Tc,exp, Th,exp and Tov,exp, they are169

all a�ected by the same thermal lag, with positive sign for the heating curve170

and negative one for the cooling. On de�ning ∆T1,exp = Th,exp(q)−Tc,exp(q)171

and ∆T2,exp = Tov,exp(q) − Th,exp(q), and combining with eq.2 and eq.3, we172

obtain:173

∆T1,exp(q) = ∆T1(q) + 2q · τlag, (4)
174

∆T2,exp(q) = ∆T2(q). (5)

We notice that ∆T2,exp(q), under the hypothesis of eq.1, is not a�ected by175

the thermal lag because both temperatures belong to the heating curve and176

allows to reveal the broadening of the curves when the scan rate is increased.177

When there is no signi�cative broadening, i.e. when ∆T2,exp(q) results nearly178

constant, τlag can be derived from eq.4, as the slope of the linear �t of179

∆T1,exp(q) versus q, being also ∆T1(q) constant due to the absence of the180

curve broadening. We call this procedure First Derivative Method (FDM),181

because Tc,exp, Th,exp can be revealed as the temperature at which the �rst182

temperature derivative of the measured heat �ow shows its minimum on183

heating and maximum on cooling (see �g.2 for a practical example). In184

presence of a signi�cative broadening, revealed by ∆T2,exp(q), considering185

that ∆T1(q) = r · ∆T2(q), as shown in the inset of �g.1B, and combining186

with eq.4 and eq.5, one obtains:187

∆T1,exp(q)

∆T2,exp(q)
= r +

2q

∆T2,exp(q)
· τlag (6)

Experimentally, the quantities r and τlag can be estimated through a linear188

�tting of the data according to eq.6. We call this protocol Extended First189

Derivative Method (E-FDM).190

In Sec.3.1 we will test the compatibility of the results obtained with FDM191

and E-FDM, by using methods based on the energy conservation of the glass192

transition process. [9].193

2.3 Evaluation of heat �ow losses194

An important issue to be overcome is the correction of unwanted couplings195

between the sample and the external environment: these interactions create196

an heat �ow from the sample to its surrounding, which is generally called197

heat �ow loss [1].198

We have veri�ed that the di�erential calorimeter, realized on the chip, is well199

balanced, that means that the empty reference cell and the empty furnace200

cell have negligible di�erences in heat capacity and losses to the surrounding.201
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This has been veri�ed by measuring, at di�erent scanning rates, the heat �ow202

in the temperature interval of interest. We have found that the heat �ow203

asymmetries between the two empty cells, i.e. reference and furnace, are two204

orders of magnitude smaller than what measured in presence of the sample,205

at the same scanning rate.206

In principle, if there is no sample in the furnace cell, the measured heat �ow207

is equal to zero but the addition of the sample on the furnace cell, from the208

point of view of the heat balance equations, appears with two contributions:209

HF = mcpq +HFloss(T, q), (7)

where the �rst term in the right-hand side of the equation is the heat capacity210

contribution, proportional to the mass m of the sample, the scanning rate211

q and its speci�c heat cp, whereas the second term represents the heat �ow212

losses due to the sample. The second term is typically represented213

by depending only on the temperature T [15, 16, 17]: within this214

strict hypothesis, one should experimentally observe an heat �ow215

loss independent from the scanning rate, but this is not the real216

case, so for each rate a di�erent loss is used. Consequently, we have217

explicitly introduced the scanning rate dependence of the heat �ow218

losses. In particular, tha scanning rate can contribute in two ways:219

the �rst is to in�uence the non-adiabaticity of the measurements220

and the second is to in�uence the thermal gradients between the221

sensor, the sample and the membrane in contact with them (non-222

stationarity).223

Within this scheme, we approximate the HFloss(T, q) as a sum of224

two terms, taking into account the two above-mentioned e�ects,225

in the following way:226

HFloss(T, q) = HF0(T, |q|) + κ(T )q, (8)

where HF0(T, |q|) is the component, in�uencing the non-adiabaticity,227

hypothesized dependent on the scanning rate modulus, while κ(T )228

is the coe�cient of the scanning rate sign-dependent term, which229

is considered to take into account the e�ects of the thermal gradi-230

ents. As we will show later, the κ(T )q term will appear as an extra231

contribution to the measured heat capacity of the sample.232

Thus, if we consider separately the heating and cooling scan, the balance233

equation can be written as in eq.9.234

HFh = mcp|q|+HF0(T, |q|) + κ(T )|q|
HFc = −mcp|q|+HF0(T, |q|)− κ(T )|q|.

(9)

It is possible to notice that, by applying the semisum of the two equations in235

eq.9, we obtain the component of heat �ow loss independent from the scan236

rate sign:237

HF0(T, |q|) = (HFh +HFc)/2. (10)
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The correction of this contribution is usually done via the symmetry line,238

as previously described by Schick and coworkers [15, 16], and schematically239

represented in �g.3.

1 8 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 4 0 2 6 0 2 8 0 3 0 0
- 0 . 1 0

- 0 . 0 5

0 . 0 0

0 . 0 5

0 . 1 0
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G l a s s y  r e g i o n L i q u i d
r e g i o n

Figure 3: Example of correction procedure for OTP at 100 K/s. Red and
blue lines are, respectively, cooling and heating scans, black line is the semi-
sum. The green dashed line represents the resulting HF0 obtained by �tting
the two portions of the black line, delimited by the gray zones, which corre-
spond to the region where the sample is in the glassy state (left) and liquid
state (right). The degree of the polynomial used for the �t of the symmetry
line is usually between 5 and 7.

240
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The heat �ow loss correction was further explored by Quick et al. with241

the formulation of the slow-rate approach: even though the method permits242

to obtain meaningful thermograms, deviations between the FDSC and DSC243

speci�c heat still exist. [17].244

Using the symmetry line approach, by subtracting HF0 to the heat �ow245

measured on heating (the same applies also for the cooling), and dividing for246

the scanning rate, we can write:247

CFDSC = (HFh −HF0)/q = mcp + κ(T ). (11)

It is worth noticing that CFDSC is the quantity that is typically computed248

and that κ(T ), i.e. the scanning rate sign-dependent losses, enters in eq.11249

as an extra heat capacity contribution. We model the second right-hand side250

term in eq.11 by a �rst-order polynomial approximation in T :251

CFDSC = (HFh −HF0)/q = mcp + κ0 + κ1T, (12)

where κ0 and κ1 are the �rst two term of the linear expansion of κ(T ).252

In the following section, we �rst explore the goodness of the two proposed253

methods to estimate the thermal lag, then we will describe the procedure to254

determine κ(T ), and simultaneously estimating the mass of the sample, by255

using the extrapolated liquid and glassy lines separately determined by the256

conventional DSC data.257

3 Results and discussion258

In this section we will expose the results obtained with the �rst derivative259

method (FDM) and the extended �rst derivative method (E-FDM) exposed260

in Sec.2.2. As a �rst example, we have used OTP as a benchmark, and261

made measurements with scanning rates between 30 and 1000 K/s. The262

same dataset has been used for the speci�c heat determination, according to263

eq.10 and eq.12.264

265

3.1 Test of thermal lag correction method266

In �g.4A we report the experimental and simulated values of all the above-267

mentioned signi�cative temperatures, i.e. obtained from the experimental268

raw heat �ow data measured at di�erent scanning rate and from the sim-269

ulations with the E-TNM model for OTP. In �g.4B and 4C we report the270

elaborations of the experimental data of �g.4A according to the FDM and271

E-FDM models, respectively.272
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Figure 4: Panel A. Points of in�ection of heat �ow on heating (full points)
and cooling (open points) both for experimental (blue points) and for simula-
tions with the E-TNM model (red points) for OTP. Green diamonds are the
experimental overshoot temperatures Tov,exp. Panel B. Experimental tem-
perature di�erences of the in�ection temperatures on heating and cooling
∆T1,exp(q) (magenta points) and between the overshoot maximum and the
in�ection point on heating ∆T2,exp(q) (green triangles). Dashed magenta
line is the linear �t of ∆T1,exp(q). Green dashed line represents the average
value of ∆T2,exp(q). In this case the analysis is based on the framework of
FDM. Panel C. Linear �tting of the ∆T1,exp(q) and ∆T2,exp(q) combination
according to eq.6 in the framework of E-FDM.

We decided to use both models for the OTP data analysis, graphically273

reported in �gs. 4B and 4C, because ∆T2,exp(q) can be tought both con-274

stant and q-dependent, as its observed variation is of the order of 1 degree275

with respect to its average value, so it is slight in the two decades explored276

in the current study. From the linear �tting of ∆T1,exp(q) with the FDM277

model we estimated, according to eqs.4 and 5, a value of τlag = 4.03 ms. On278

the other side, according to the E-FDM model, i.e. using eq.6, we obtained279

τlag = 3.3 ms, with a discrepancy of ' 0.7 ms.280

By means of the FDM and E-FDM, followed by the subtraction of the sym-281

metry line, we are able to correct the experimental thermograms, and there-282

after we have made some cross-checks in order to verify which method gives283

more physically meaningful results.284

As a �rst cross-check, we calculated the area under the heating and cooling285

scans taken at the same rate. In fact, the glass transition is a reversible286

process, thus all the energy subtracted to the sample during cooling has to287
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be provided on heating, so the areas under the heating and cooling thermo-288

grams must be the same, provided that the rate is the same [9]. To better289

compare the areas at several scan rate, we have de�ned an objective func-290

tion, in a way that, the better the correction, the closer to zero is its value.291

The function formula is:292

f = (Aheat −Acool)/[(Aheat +Acool)/2], (13)

where Aheat and Acool are, respectively, the areas under the heating and293

cooling scans.294

We have made a further check by optimizing the thermal lag in order to295

minimize the objective function value. The results of these three checks are296

reported in �g.5.297
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Figure 5: Left panel: Thermal lag as estimated from FDM (red points), E-
FDM (green diamonds) and from optimization (blue stars) for OTP in order
to set to zero the objective function. Red and green dashed lines are guides
for the eye. Right panel: values of the objective function after estimation of
the thermal lag from FDM (red points), E-FDM (green diamonds) and from
optimizating of the thermal lag to put the objective function equal to zero
(blue stars).
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As it is possible to notice in the right panel of �g.5, the thermal lag298

estimated with the E-FDM gives an objective function closer to zero than299

FDM, even at low scanning rates where the correction with the symmetry300

line is di�cult due to the low signal to noise ratio. Moreover, the thermal301

lags de�ned by optimization, shown in the left panel of �g.5, are in better302

agreement with the values estimated from the E-FDM. Thus, in the remain-303

ing part of the paper we will use the E-FDM to make our analyses. It is304

worth noticing that the maximum Tlag di�erence between FDM and E-FDM305

is of 0.7 K at 1000 K/s, which is very close to the experimental error, at306

least up to this rate.307

To have a better insight within this energy-based correction procedure,308

we have also computed the �ctive temperatures (Tf ) on heating and cooling,309

after the temperature correction from E-FDM has been applied. Tf is de�ned310

as [18]:311 ∫ Tf

T ∗
(Cp,l − Cp,g)dT =

∫ T
′

T ∗
(Cp − Cp,g)dT, (14)

where Cp,g and Cp,l are the �tting lines for, respectively, the glassy and liquid312

portions of the thermogram, T ∗ and T
′
are two temperatures, respectively,313

well above and below the transition region.314

In absence of thermal lag to be corrected, as a consequence of the energy315

conservation, the �ctive temperatures calculated upon heating and cooling316

must be the same [9, 19]. Thus, if the correction with the E-FDM is correct,317

we should obtain the same Tf on heating and cooling. The results of this test318

on the corrected thermograms (see �g.S2 Supplementary Materials for details319

on the Tf calulation), are reported in �g.6, together with the simulation of the320

�ctive temperatures for OTP obtained with the E-TNM model introduced in321

Sec.2.2. To improve the validation of the test, we have made a measurement322

on another OTP sample, with a lighter mass estimated to 82 ng (see Sec.3.2323

for details on mass estimation). This measurements was motivated by the324

fact that for the �rst sample of 617 ng we stopped at 298 K, so that at325

the highest rate the liquid line was distorted by the transient region of the326

cooling ramp. In this new measurement, we extended the scan to 313 K,327

obtaining a su�ciently wide temperature interval for the liquid line up to328

1000 K/s. The τlag estimated with the E-FDM is equal to 2.2 ms, which329

gives rise to a Tlag = 2.2 K at 1000 K/s. This value is in line with the330

one of about 1.5 K present in literature for a polystyrene sample331

with a mass of 90 ng [9]. The di�erences can be attributed to332

the di�erent material under study in terms of speci�c heat and333

thermal conductivity and the di�erence in the temperature range334

of the two studies. Note that in the whole paper we will report the results335

for the heavier mass.336
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Figure 6: Simulated �ctive temperature by means of E-TNM model (black
stars), experimental heating (full symbols) and cooling (open symbols) �ctive
temperatures obtained after Tlag correction with the E-FDM for two samples
of di�erent mass as a function of the logarithm of the scanning rate for OTP.

The temperature shifts of the thermograms estimated with the E-FDM337

is con�rmed to be correct because of the coincidence, within the experimen-338

tal uncertaintes, of the �ctive temperatures on heating and cooling. Note339

that, for the heavier sample, at the lowest scan rate there is a di�erence in340

the �ctive temperatures of around 1 degree, which can be attributed to the341

low signal-to-noise ratio, that makes the thermogram correction di�cult. In342

the lighter sample, the 30 K/s �ctive temperatures data are missing because343

too noisy due to the smallness of the mass. Moreover, there is a discrep-344

ancy between the �ctive temperatures of the two sample at 700 K/s and345

1000 K/s, attributable to the fact that for the heavier sample the liquid346

line was distorted by an extra contribution from the transient region of the347

cooling ramp.348

Another aspect to highlight is that the raw heat �ow data (without previous349

thermal lag and symmetry line corrections) we measured for OTP cannot be350

used to estimate the �ctive temperature because the heat �ow losses create a351

non negligible distorsion (curvature) in the thermograms, more pronounced352

at low scan rates, as can be noted by inspecting the glassy regions in �g.2353

and �g.3.354
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3.2 Speci�c heat determination355

In this section we will explicitly deal with the thermograms that we have356

previously corrected with the E-FDM and the symmetry line subtraction.357

As mentioned in Sec.2, we have performed symmetrical heating and cooling358

from 30 to 1000 K/s in the region between 173 and 298 K, setting the359

temperature of the sensor support at 173 K.360

Once the E-FDM and the correction for the symmetry line (see eq.10) have361

been applied to the heating ramps, we obtain the heat capacities reported362

in �g.7.363
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Figure 7: FDSC OTP heat capacity at di�erent scanning rates.
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As it is possible to see from �g.7, the thermograms for di�erent scan-364

ning rates superpose very well in the glassy and liquid regimes. It has to be365

reminded that the heat capacity reported in �g.7, according to eq.12 corre-366

sponds to CFDSC = mcp + κ0 + κ1T , where κ0 and κ1 are the coe�cients of367

the linear equation approximating the sample losses dependent on the sign368

of the scanning rate. The two regions, i.e. glassy and liquid, can be mea-369

sured with conventional DSC: thus the quantitative comparison between the370

data coming from the two techniques, i.e. FDSC and DSC, can give us the371

magnitude of the deviation between the two data set, quantifying the e�ect372

of the κ(T )-term contribution on the FDSC scans.373

By recalling eq.12, in the liquid and glassy regions, we can write the following374

two equations:375

C liquid
FDSC = mcliquidp,DSC + κ0 + κ1T,

Cglass
FDSC = mcglassp,DSC + κ0 + κ1T.

(15)

By applying eq.15 it is possible to estimatem, κ0 and κ1 by �tting the simul-376

taneous superposition of the liquid and glassy lines of CFDSC and cp,DSC ,377

both extrapolated in their liquid and glassy temperature intervals.378

We want to stress the role of the mass parameter m which, as in [1], is esti-379

mated by comparing the glass to liquid step in FDSC heat capacity and the380

glass to liquid step in DSC speci�c heat. In the approxymation that κ(T ) is381

independent of the state of the sample (glassy or liquid), it is still possible382

to estimate the mass of the sample used for the FDSC measurement, by383

comparing the glass to liquid step in heat capacity at the glass transition384

with the one in speci�c heat at the glass transition measured by DSC, as385

prescribed in [1]. In particular, the DSC glass to liquid step to be considered386

is the di�erence between the extrapolations of the liquid and glassy lines,387

evaluated at the glass transition temperature of the FDSC measurement.388

Thus, a di�erent glass to liquid step for each rate needs to be computed.389

The procedure for mass estimation is schematically represented in �g.8.390
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Figure 8: Estimation from the DSC thermogram (green line) of the jump in
heat capacity in correspondence of the FDSC Tg for the 100 K/s ramp (red
curve). Vertical purple line represents the jump in speci�c heat of the DSC
curve in correspondence of TFDSC

g . Dashed purple lines are the extrapolation
of DSC liquid and glassy lines. Dashed black lines are used to estimate
the TFDSC

g . Note that, for the FDSC scan, the data shown correspond to
(CFDSC + κ(T ))/m, where m is the value of the mass estimated for the
100 K/s scan by comparing the glass to liquid jump of the FDSC and DSC
scans, as described in the text.

As it is possible to notice in �g.8, the FDSC liquid and glassy regimes do391

not agree with the DSC glassy and liquid regimes. It is possible to note that392

the linear extrapolations of the liquid and glassy regimes for the DSC and393

FDSC are not superposed and there are deviations up to 20%: in order to394

recover this agreement, it is su�cient to take into account, in the FDSC data,395

a κ(T ) contribution approximated to a �rst order polynomial in temperature396

T , as reported in eq.15. The result for the 100K/s case is shown in �g.9,397

together with a comparison with the data coming from literature [20, 21].398
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Figure 9: Comparison between our DSC and FDSC speci�c heat data (green
and red lines, respectively) with the ones in literature. Black dots are dig-
itized from [21]; dashed blue lines are from [20]. Note that, for the FDSC
scan, the data shown correspond to cp,FDSC = (CFDSC − κ(T ))/m. The
dashed magenta line, corresponding to κ(T )/m, has been estimated accord-
ing to eq.15.

Note that, in order to obtain cp,FDSC from CFDSC , we have applied eq.15399

in the liquid and glassy regions so determining simultaneously the best m,400

κ0 and κ1 parameters in order to minimize the chi-squared in eq.15. We �rst401

have obtained m, κ0 and κ1 by applying eq.15 only to the FDSC 100 K/s402

data. The same parameters, used for correcting the thermograms of the403

other scanning rates, give the results shown in �g.10.404
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Figure 10: Global plot with the speci�c heat of the FDSC and DSC mea-
surements of OTP. Black dots have been digitized from [21].

The �tting parameters are: m = (617 ± 3) ng, κ0 = (−289 ± 4) nJ/K,405

κ1 = (0.993± 0.027) nJ/K2. No constraints have been applied to the �t. It406

is worth noticing that the m parameter in eq.15 is in good agreement with407

the value estimated by means of the standard method [1], which is equal to408

m ' (590±70) ng (see �g. S3 and Tab. S2 of the Supplementary Materials).409

We want to stress that the very good superposition/alignment of the data,410

both in the glassy and liquid regions, is obtained with the same κ(T ) term411

linear in T for all the scanning rates, through the two regions: this means that412

the state of the sample (glassy or liquid), at the �rst order, does not in�uence413

the losses. To clarify this point, we recall the expression hypothesized for414

the losses due to the sample, HFloss(T, q), where we have taken into account415

a dependence on the scanning rate of the losses, modeled as HF0(T, |q|) +416

κ(T )q. The �rst term represents the symmetrical component of the heat �ow417

losses, typically used in literature, whereas the second term, proportional to418

q with its sign, is the one that accounts for the q sign-dependence of the heat419

�ow losses. As regards κ(T ), we have used a �rst order approximation in T420

that has revealed to be su�cient to align simultaneously the FDSC data to421

the DSC data in the whole temperature interval of the FDSC thermogram,422

i.e. both in the liquid and glassy regions. A problem still open for FDSC is423

about the consequences of mechanical stresses between the sample and the424

membrane (see Sec.1.2.6.3 of [1]). Fortunately, in our experiments we have425

not revealed any contributions attributable to mechanical stresses.426
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3.3 Application to low Tg glass-formers427

With the same purpose of Sec.3.2, we studied glycerol, a polyol. The pecu-428

liarity of this glass-forming material is that it has a low Tg, i.e. Tg = 190 K429

at 20 K/min [22].430

The lowest accessible temperature for our FDSC is 173 K and it is not pos-431

sible to measure a well extended glassy line, di�erently from what happens432

with OTP. In this particular situation, the E-FDM method is particularly433

suited because it does not need a glassy line. Thus, symmetrical cooling and434

heating measurements between 10 and 1000 K/s have been performed and435

they have been analyzed following the prescriptions given in Secs. 2.2 and436

2.3.437

After thermal lag and symmetry line correction and �tting the parameters438

of eq.15, according to the procedure described in the previous section, the439

FDSC heating thermograms were in good agreement with the DSC speci�c440

heat, as it is possible to notice in �g.11.441
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Figure 11: Global plot with the FDSC and DSC speci�c heats of glycerol.
DSC data come from [22] (open stars) and [23] (black squares) The dashed
magenta line, corresponding to κ(T )/m, has been estimated according to
eq.15.
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The �tting parameters are: m = (971 ± 8) ng, κ0 = (−636 ± 7) nJ/K,442

κ1 = (2.25 ± 0.04) nJ/K2. It is worth noticing that in this experimental443

case, the glassy region collected by FDSC is very narrow and in order to444

apply eq.15 for �tting the three parameters, we have chosen the measured445

value at the lowest temperature not a�ected by transient of the starting of446

the heating ramp as glassy state value to perform the �t. In practice, this447

point, combined to the extrapolation of the liquid regime, is su�cient to448

determine m, κ0 and κ1.449

Lastly, we present the results obtained on a polymeric system. Even though450

the study of polymeric materials with FDSC is well established and there are451

several experiments in literature [1, 8], including how to estimate the ther-452

mal lag and heat �ow losses with conventional methods, which include the453

use of standard reference materials, we decided to study a polymer to check454

for the applicability of this method to this class of organic glass-formers.455

In the speci�c case of poly(propylene glycol), with average molecular mass456

of 4000 Da, (PPG4000), the above-mentioned methods cannot be applied457

because the sample has a low Tg and a low molecular weight, which puts the458

specimen very far from the entanglement rubbery plateau, thus the sample459

is liquid at room temperature and it is impossible to deposit a standard ref-460

erence material on its top.461

The scan rates used are between 100 K/s and 700 K/s and a DSC mea-462

surement have been performed at 10 K/min. The FDSC thermograms were463

subjected to the same correction procedure as exposed in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3,464

i.e. E-FDM and sample heat �ow losses. In the same manner as for OTP, it465

is possible to recover the agreement between the FDSC and DSC data, by466

applying thermal lag, symmetry line correction and the correction procedure467

according to eq.15, as shown in �g.12.468
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Figure 12: Global plot with the FDSC and DSC speci�c heats of PPG4000.
The dashed magenta line, corresponding to κ(T )/m, has been estimated
according to eq.15.

The �tting parameters are: m = (314 ± 3) ng, κ0 = (−263 ± 5) nJ/K,469

κ1 = (1.24± 0.04) nJ/K2.470

4 Occurence of static and dynamic thermal gradi-471

ents: beyond correction methods472

The presence of static and/or dynamic thermal gradients inside the sample473

can give rise to distorsions of the measured signal, which are known as smear-474

ing e�ects [2]. Here we explore the static smearing e�ects on the measured475

heat �ow by varying the sensor support temperature (Tss). It is important476

to notice that this study does not bring to a correction method but to a477

model-independent procedure to verify the presence of static thermal gradi-478

ents across the sample and how they a�ect the thermogram shape.479

In literature there are some examples reporting the e�ect of dynamical ther-480

mal gradients [14] and sample mass [24] but there are no studies about the481

e�ects of the temperature of the socalled sensor support temperature Tss,482

which is the temperature of the reference cold �nger: the value of Tss, re-483

ferring to the calorimeter setup, represents also the minimum temperature484

available for the measurement, and, in our setup, it can be varied between485

173 and 313 K. The behavior of the cp-overshoot peaks at high scanning486
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rate (above 500 K/s) in �gs.10, 11, 12 is compatible with the e�ect of the487

dynamical thermal gradient, which increases by increasing the scanning rate:488

at scanning rates larger than 500 K/s, it results in a broadening and lower-489

ing of the overshoot cp-peak observed on heating, whereas at lower scanning490

rates, the width and height of the cp-overshoot peaks are similar, as predicted491

by TNM simulations of symmetrical heating and cooling scans on �g.1.492

To investigate the presence of static thermal gradients on the sample for ex-493

periments where the temperature of interest is far from the value of the Tss,494

we decided to explore di�erent values of Tss, which is the temperature that we495

control in order to �x the lowest accessible temperature of the measurement.496

In general, a low Tss is chosen in order to have the widest temperature range497

for the measurement. This temperature is maintained constant for long time498

intervals (hours), and it could give rise to static thermal gradients inside the499

sample.500

For this test, we have used, as a probe, the shape of the glass transition501

peak measured on heating after cooling at the same scanning rate502

for di�erent Tss. Thus, we have carried out symmetrical cooling and heating503

scans between 298 and 233 K on OTP, varying the sensor support tem-504

perature between 173 and 233 K. Before loading the sample on the chip,505

we have performed its thermocouple calibration at Tss = 173 K. Then we506

loaded the sample, and made the measurement at that Tss. For the other507

Tss explored with the same sample and ramp, it was not possible to perform508

a thermocouples calibration because the sample was already on the chip. As509

a scanning rate value, we have chosen 100 K/s, which is a factor 5 lower510

than the scanning rate at which begins to appear a non negligible smearing511

e�ects due to dynamic thermal gradients. In �g.13 we show the results on512

the measured raw heat �ow.513
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Figure 13: Raw heating scans at 100 K/s at several sensor support temper-
ature Tss, as reported in the plot, showing the presence of a static gradient
which shift and broadens the glass transition to higher temperatures when
Tss is lowered. Inset: detail from �g.7, which emphasizes the dynamic broad-
ening e�ect due to the scanning rate, which appears for high values of the
scanning rate (> 500 K/s). Note that these measurements have been done
with the same Tss and we have varied only the value of the scanning rate.

In �g.13 (main panel), it is possible to notice two main e�ects: 1) a514

broadening of the overshoot peaks in correspondence of the lower Tss values;515

2) a shift of the glass transition signal to higher temperature in correspon-516

dence of the lower Tss values. The two e�ects, as already suggested in [1],517

can be explained with the presence of a static thermal gradient across the518

sample generated by the large distance between the Tss and the measured519

temperature. We suggest that the broadening e�ects on the peaks cannot520

be compensated by any correction procedure, whereas, the temperature shift521

can be compensated by temperature calibration procedure done for a �xed522

Tss with reference standard materials. These smearing e�ects become more523

evident on increasing the distance between Tss and Tg (or more generally,524

the temperature of interest), as appears in �g.13. The inset in �g.13 is given525

for a direct comparison between static and dynamic thermal gradient: the526

latter become evident at the scanning rates larger than 500 K/s.527

To test the mass e�ect on the thermograms, we have done measurements on528

a sample with a mass of 82 ng maintaining the Tss = 173 K and symmetrical529

heating and cooling scan between 100 and 1000 K/s. In this case (see �g.S4530

Supplementary Materials for the thermograms) we obtained that the over-531
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shoot peak starts broadening and decreasing in amplitude at scanning rates532

higher than 700 K/s, despite of a reduction in mass of a factor 7 and a τlag533

decreasing from 3.3 to 2.3 ms. Even though the mass reduction reduces the534

thermal lag and the smearing e�ects, it is evident that we still need to take535

into account the e�ects linked to heat propagation and to the static thermal536

gradients. Fortunately, these e�ects do not in�uence the estimation537

of the �ctive temperature, or its use to determine the thermal lag,538

because the estimation procedure makes use of well-established539

glassy and liquid extrapolations and the integration of the ther-540

mogram over an extended range to calculate the area between the541

thermogram and the extrapolated glassy and liquid curves. So,542

the Tf calculation, based on the energy conservation principle, is543

not a�ected by the local shape of the curve.544

Fig.14 shows that, by applying the correction factors obtained from the545

temperature calibration (see Sec. 2.1 for the standard reference materials546

used) the peaks superpose, whereas the broadening e�ect cannot be removed.547
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Figure 14: Temperature corrected heating scans at 100 K/s at several sensor
support temperatures Tss.
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We have performed the same investigation with other two scan-548

ning rates, i.e. 300 and 1000 K/s. We have obtained results similar549

to the 100 K/s case, as it is possible to see in Supplementary Ma-550

terials from �g.S7 to S10.551

For these three scanning rates, we have inspected the actual scan552

rate during cooling as a function of the sample temperature. From553

this inspection, we have made sure to consider only the heeating554

scans for those samples that, during the cooling, reached the glassy555

state before the calorimeter lost the control of the cooling scanning556

rate, i.e. mantaining the cooling rate constant, as it is possible to557

see in Supplementary Materials from �g.S5 to S6.558

As a �nal remark, it is worth mentioning that the whole process took at559

least 2 hours, thus the ageing of the heater should be considered negligible.560

Moreover, to further test this possibility, we have repeated on the same sam-561

ple a �nal measurement at Tss = 173 K and compared to the one done at562

the beginning and they resulted the same: so no appreciable ageing of the563

heaters occurred. The idea behind this set of measurements was to high-564

light the in�uence of the Tss on the measure: the temperature shift can be565

corrected by performing a thermocouple calibration at the desired Tss value,566

but the smearing e�ects are not an artifact, they re�ect a real static thermal567

gradient across the sample.568

5 Conclusions569

In this work we propose an alternative method to correct FDSC thermo-570

grams, taking into account the main issues a�ecting the measurement, i.e.571

dynamical thermal gradients, heat �ow losses due to the sample and static572

thermal gradients.573

The correction of dynamical thermal lag via the �rst derivative method574

(FDM) or the extended one (E-FDM) is needed for a speci�c class of or-575

ganic molecular compounds. Indeed, as noted also by Monnier et al. [8]576

with a polymeric material, a dynamical thermal gradient is present in each577

measurement, even at low scanning rates. In the case of organic molecular578

glass-formers, the standard procedures, based on the estimation of the �c-579

tive temperature or the use of a piece of indium placed on top of the sample,580

cannot be applied because: i) the system has a low Tg, and thus no clear581

glassy line is measured, and the Tf cannot be calculated; ii) the sample is582

liquid at room temperature and it is impossible to deposit a piece of indium583

on its top; iii) the sample degrades/evaporates before reaching the melting584

temperature of indium, used to estimate the dynamical thermal gradient.585

The advantage of FDM and E-FDM is that it is possible to obtain the tem-586

perature lag correction by directly using the temperature of the maximum587

slope points of the glass transition heat �ow curves on heating and cooling588
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and the temperature of the overshoot peak on heating. It is worth mention-589

ing that FDM can be used after verifying that no signi�cative broadening590

exists, i.e. the temperature di�erence (∆T2,exp) between the point of max-591

imum slope on heating and the point of maximum of the overshoot peak is592

nearly constant with the scan rate. When there is a non-negligible varia-593

tion of ∆T2,exp with the scan rate, it is su�cient to use the E-FDM to take594

into account the broadening a�ecting ∆T1,exp, so correctly determining τlag.595

FDM and E-FDM have also the advantage that do not require the use of a596

reference material and do not need a well-extended glassy line, necessary for597

the application of the Tf method, like we observed for glycerol in Sec.3.3.598

Applying the symmetry line correction, as usually done in literature, we599

have found that the FDSC curves superpose in the liquid and glassy regimes600

but a scaling of the heat �ow with the estimated mass value is not su�cient601

to align the FDSC data with the DSC data in the glassy and liquid regions.602

It is worth mentioning that, recently, some empiric data treatments for ther-603

mogram alignment have been published [25, 26]. These works propose a604

simple and e�ective procedure to correct the curves after symmetry line sub-605

traction: the correction is practically achieved by means of a combination of606

translation and rotation of a selected thermogram with respect to a reference607

one. Even though they make possible to superpose the FDSC thermograms608

at several scanning rates, a motivation of the rescaling to the value of the609

speci�c heat obtained from the DSC is still lacking. Here we have proposed610

a new approach based on a novel interpretation of the heat �ow losses due611

to the sample which takes into account the sign of the scanning rate. In this612

new interpretation of the heat �ow losses, the contribution of the heat �ow613

losses linear in temperature and proportional to the scanning rate allows to614

obtain a good agreement between the FDSC and DSC speci�c heat data.615

Finally, the presence of static gradients, coming from the distance be-616

tween the Tss and the temperature of interest, has been investigated by617

means of the use of the observed glass transition peak shape, using a �xed618

scan rate value but di�erent Tss values. This method has allowed to detect619

the presence and the entity of the static thermal gradients on the measured620

heat �ow.621

In conclusion, we propose new solutions for FDSC thermogram correction622

which account for dynamical thermal lag, heat �ow losses due to the sample623

and static thermal gradients due to Tss. These solutions can be applied to624

every glass-forming system that has the glass transition in the temperature625

interval of the measurement, and are able to recover the agreement between626

the FDSC and DSC speci�c heat data.627
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